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The algebro-geometric study of properties of the quutknt space of completely 
reachable pairs and full dynamical systems and especially their relation to algebraic 
system theory was begun by Kalman [7,8] and continued by other authors 
[ 1,4,5,15]. The Kalman construction gave the possibility to regard the orbit space 
of accessible machines (which appear as the control part of dynamical systems with 
m inputs and n degrees of freedom) as a smooth quasiprojective variety ‘//Pl,,, of 
dimension nm . 
It was discovered that there exists a projective surjective morphism ~3 of I &m 
onto kn such that the generic fibres are isomorphic to (lP,-‘)’ [15, p. 57 and p. 
631. 
We prove that &(a), a E k”, is a normal Cohen-Macaulay variety with rational 
singularities and that its regular locus is naturally isomorphic to a product of vector 
bundles over IF- *. We also she-i; r:rat up-‘(a) may be covered by certain 
subvarieties which have a compar&vely simple structure and describe the closure 
of these subvarieties in -//n,m. 
I wish to express my gratitude to Professor A. Tannenbaum who drew my 
attention to this question and gave valuable advice during our discussions about this 
manuscript. 
1. A survey of definitions and results 
Throughout this note k will denote a fixed algebraically closed field of 
characteristic 0. Let M,,, be a set of all n x m matrices with coefficients in k and 
GL(n) := {L E M,,n 1 det L #O}. Let O(L) (resp. O(L, N)) and stab(L) (resp. 
stab(L, N)) denote an orbit and a stabilizer subgroup of L E Mn,n (resp. (L, N) E 
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A&. :< A&,,) relative to the action of GE(n) by conjugation (resp. by (L, N) M 
(gLg- ‘, gN) for g E GL(n)). 
The proof of the next statement may be found in [ 151 and [9]. 
1.1. Lemma-Definition. Let (L, N) EM,,. xM,,,. Then the foIlo wing properties 
are equivalent: 
(i) (L, N) is completely reachable. 
(ii) The columns of N, LN, . . . , L” - ’ N generate k”. 
(iii) dim stab(L, N) = 0. 
(iv) stab(L, N) = {identity}. 
V ,,, ,,, will stand for the set of completely react Ye pairs (L, _N) E M,,n x M, ,,,. 
1.2. ln the following commutative diagram we regard k’ as 44’ (i.e. k’ with the 
Zariski topology) and identify V*+“” (resp. kR2) with Mn n xM,, ,n (resp. . 3 M, .): l 
j v - k??+““l w ) k” 
2 
n, m 
Here: (i) j is the natural injection (by 115, p. 521 Vn,m is the open subset of 
s”n,. x Mn.m)- 
(ii) ry is the projection of k”? x k”“’ onto kn2. 
(iii) G(L) : = (C,(L), G(L), . . . , C,(L)) where Cj are coefficients of the 
charact eris? ic polynomial 
det(Te id-L) = T”+ i T”-%,(L). 
i;l 
It is well known that (k”‘, CT) is GL(n)-quotient for k”’ 
(iv) T[ 1 1/1, m-)t /in ,fl is a geometric quotient relative 
(L, N) w (gL;- I, gNi, g E GL(n). Moreover, KI, ,pI is an 
bundle over A’,*,~, [15, p. 541. 
(v) The existence of the rrdorphi;m q making the 
(see [ 151 or [14]). 
to the action of GL(n) by 
algebraic principal GL( !I)- 
diagram (*) commut bt ive 
follows from Mumford’s invariant geometric theory ]13] (see also [ 15, Ch. IV, &4])* 
1.3. For an arbitrary partition v: ql r q2 I - L qr ~0 of 11 we set v(i) := S:_, q, 
and 
J\.:= 
J . . . q1 01 
. J . . 42 . . . . . 
0 . . . J 
q7! 
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where 
iven two (order ) partitions Y and p of n we say v<p if we have 
1.1. Let us fix some partition 9: pl pr >O of n, a set of pat titions 9i of 
pi and elements Ai E k such that li * Aj if i # j (i = 1, . . . , r). We set 
0 . . . 
and 
where Q = a(J) and 1, E M,., denotes a unit matrix. 
Now we state main results of this paper which will be proved in Sections 2, 3. 
1.5. For any LEA& we set &_:=O(L)xk”VV,,,, VL:=Lxk’mnV,,m and 
X&= A,(W~)=K,(V’), where ~,=n in i*) of 1.2 for n=t. 
Since O(L) is a smooth variety (see [!5. III, 1.7)), so is IQ. By 1.2(iv) a locally 
closed subset W’& = n;‘(XL) is an algebraic principal GL(n)-bundle over XL and, 
therefore, we have that Xr. i5 a smooth subvariety of A?,,,~. 
In the following proposntion we presume that XJ #0. 
1.6. Proposition. In the rlotatian of 1 A we have: 
(i) dim Xj = nm - dim siab( J) and (X,, R) is a geometric quotient for V, relative 
io the action of stab(J) on t’., by (J, N)- (J,gN) for g 
(ii) Xj=Xlx***xX,, whereXi==XJ. 
(iii) There exists a wrjective horphism fr : XJ, -+Gr(r, m) such that 
is an algebraic vectar bundle of rank (n - 1 )(m - 1) and fr is an 
isomorphism if r = n s m. (By Gr(r, m) we denote the Grassman variety of r-planes 
passing through the origin in km.) 
iately: 
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(Corollary. Let m > I. Then XJ is never quasi-affine and XJO is Q product of vector 
bundles over P” - I. 
11.7. Now for any XE k’ we set Zx= q~; ‘(x) and Zt = cp;“(O’) where q+ = p in (*), 1.2 
forn=tandO’:=(O,..., 0) E k’. Then Z,V = U xL for L E kQr such that a(L) =x, and 
we let XI denote the (Zariski) closure of XL in Zx. 
In the notation of 1.4 we have: 
Theorem. (i) Za is normal, projective, Cohen-Macaulay with rational 
singularities. 
(ii) The regular locus of Z,, is XJO. 
(iii) There exists a natural isomorphism 
rwhich induces the isomorphism in 1 A(ii) for Xj c Z, and Xj c ZpJ. 
(iv) Z, is a disjoint union of XJP for all partitions ,u; q1 2 .e. L ql L 0 of n, IS m, 
and XJ,, 2 xJ, if and only if ,u <f v. 
From 1 A(iii) and 1.7(iii) we have: 
Corollary. Let m > 1. Then Z0 is birational/y isomorphic to (Pm- ’ )“. 
Remark. For in= 1 it is classical that (L, N) E V,, 1 has control canonical form 
1 -c 0 
\ 
\ 
0 B 
. . . --C,(L) 
0 
: . 
9 
0 
1 
and therefore a’/,, ‘, 2: k”. 
2. reparatory lemmas 
In the following lemmas we shall constantly use the notation of 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 
(without special mention). 
. a. Let uI, v?, . . . , v, denote rows of NE M,,,,, and let Nv EM, ,,,, denote 
Fhe matrix with rows v,(~), v,,(~), . . . , vrltf). Then (Jq, N) E Vj,, if and only if 
rank NV = r. 
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Prooff. Let 
Then 
Vl,f 
v2,t 
: =Jl- N, t=O ,..., n- 1. . 
4, t 
“.‘= 
vi+t if q(j) -Pi < is q( j) - t, 
(0, . . ..O) if q(j)- tdSq(j), 
where i = 1 , . . . . n and j= 1, . . . . r. Therefore we have 
(N J,,N J,2h’ l -• J,“-IN)= 
147 
and it is easy to see that rank(NJ,,N-•- J,“-‘N) =n if and only if rank Nq=r. Cl 
2.2. Let Wa := &(a) x k”‘V VR,m and IV, := E, x k’“n Vtam, where E, is the variety 
. of nilpotent endomorphisms of k’ (i.e. E, = a’-*(Of)). 
We consider the following map f : Wp, x Wp2 x --• x wP,+ I#$ 
I 
L; 0 l -• 0 ! N, 
(L,,N,)x(L2,N2)x-•-x(L,,N,)o ; L’ : , y . 
6 .-AL: N, 
= (L, N) 
7 
J 
where Li=Li+AiIp EM~,,~, NiEMp,,m. (Note that stab(L, N) = @i= 1 stab(L:, N) = 
id and therefore b; l.l(ivj, (L, N) E Wg.) 
The properties of f are listed in the fAlowing lemma: 
2.3. 8. Let N be as in 2.2 and (.?, N) E V,C WQ. Then: 
(i) f-‘(lQ) = Vl x --• x V, where F> = V’ 
(ii) f-‘(O(J, N)) = 
rll c W PI' 
where is the orbit of (J,,,, Ni), rekutive to 
the action of GL( pi) on Vp,,m. 
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(iii) f-l(o(J, w)n(v, x l x V’) = {(J’, gN) 1 g E stab(J)) = V,’ x l .= x I$ where 
(J’,N)=f-‘((J,N)) and vi’={(;J,.,gNi)Ig~stab(J~.)}. , I 
Proof. From the definition of f in 2.2, we have: 
(a) (L, N) E Im f n VJ if and only if L, = J and (J,,, Ni) E I$. 
(b) (L, N’) E Im f nO(J, N) if and only if E =gJg-’ and N’=gN for some 
g E a:=. I GL(p;). 
(c) (L, N’) E Im f n 0( J, N)n VJ if and only if L = J and N’=gN for some 
g E stab J= a:=, stab Jq,. El 
2.4. Corollary. (i) VJ #0 if and only j,f for each partition r/i in 1.4 we have 
lTElXj~i( j)lrn. 
(ii) If Vj + 0 then VJ is a smooth variety of dimension nm. 
Proof. Immediate from 2.1 and 2.3(i). El 
2.5. Lemma. Let g = (go) E stab( Jr,) and g’ = (gab), a, b E: {q(l), ~$3, . . l , q(r)}, be a 
minor of g. Then g’&L(r) and under the notation of Lemma 2.1 we have 
WJ,, = g’/v,. 
Proof: Immediate from the description of :he stabilizer subgroup in [2, 
p. 221j. 2 
3. The varieties XL and Z, 
3.1. Proof of Proposition 1.6. (a) Geometrical fiberc si 7: i vJ : I/J--+& coincide 
exactly with orbits of sta.b( J) in VJ (since gV& VJ if and only if g E stab(J)), and 
therefore dim XJ = dim r/;-dim stab(J). Now part (i) of the proposition follows 
from Corollary 2.4(ii) and Proposition 0.2 in [ 131. 
(b) By 2.3(i) and (iii) geometrical fibers of Irf: f -I( 1 I,\‘XJ coincide with orbits 
of stab(J) = stab(J?!,) x a.. x stab($) in VI x l x V,. Theretoi, bv 1.6(i) and 2.3(i) 
we have 
X,=stab(J)\ V’=stab(JV,)\ V, x l +- ~stab(J~~)\, V,.=X, x l a- x <‘Cr. 
(c) From 2.4(i) we have rzxz. Let M&,:={N~iW~,&ankN=r} and 
(Gr(r, m), wl) be a geometric quotient for MzIn relative to the action of G!,(r) on 
M,T,n by N-gN for all gEGL(r) (see [15, I, 86jl. Consider a map 
W W? : “/J? -+Gr(r, yji), where wz((Jq, N)) =A$ (in the notation of 2.1). By Lemma 
2.5, I,U] ty2 is cons! ant on orbits of stab($) in I/& and therefore it factors through 
A’], and therefore it factors through X.,,, proving the first statement in I .6(iii). 
Further, if r=n, then stab(J,):=GL(n), VJ,=(J,j, ,) and therefore 
XJV = Gr(n, m). 
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Finally, let r= 1. T%en by (2, p. 2211 
stab( JV) = 
and by 2.1, 
vJ,, = v,,#(O, . . ..O)ek” l 
Let Ai:={(al,..., a,) E k” 1 ai #O}, Ui = Ipi1 (Ai) and let Di (resp. A,) be a 
geometric stab( J,)-quotient of Q (resp. k*-quotient of Ai, i.e. &=/a?- * is a 
standard open affine subset of rPp_r ). Then it is easy to see that there exist isomor- 
phisms Ai X k WJ- ‘)w- ‘)= rfi C Xv, which turn X,, into an algebraic vector bundle. 
This proves the proposition. 
3.2. Proof of the Theorem in 1.7. (a) Since a-‘(a) is a normal Cohen-Macaulay 
variety with rational singularities (see [l I, Th. 0.71 and [ 12]), so is W0 := &(a) x 
k”“f7 Vn,m = z-~(&). Further, by 1.2(iv) Wa is an algebraic principal GE(n)-bundle 
over ZQ. Thus Zp is normal and since the problem is local on Za to prove that ZQ 
has rational singularities, it suffices to verify: 
Claim. Given a variety 2 let fi : 27-G be a resolution (of singularities) such that 
H’(Z’, Ozt) = 0, ir 1, and 2=Xx Y VNhere X is nonsingular. Then there exists a 
resolution f;: : Y ‘-)Y such that Hi0 ‘&.j=O, irl. 
Indeed, let f be the composition ( {f fi and of the projection n1 : Z-+X. Usmg [3, 
Ch. III, Cor. 10.7 and 9.41 we czn find a point HEX(~) such that f: f-'(x) = 
Y’+ni’(x)z Y is a resolution ant’ Hi(Yf,OY~)=Hi(Z’,O&k(x))=O, ill, prov- 
ing the Claim. 
The Cohel-.-Macaulay property for Z, now follows from [ 10, p. 501. 
Finally, since cp is the projective morphism, Zn is the complete subvariety of the 
quasiprojective variety .4&,,,, i ,e. Za is projective. 
(b) By [ 11, Th. 0.71 the regular locus of d(a) is O(J,) and looking at the com- 
mutative diagram (*) in 1.2 we 
n(O(Ja) X k”“‘f7 Vn,,n)=XJ,* By 
n(m - 1). 
(c) Since WQ = u 0(L, N) for 
from 2.3 and 1.6. 
obtain that the regular locus of Za coincide with 
1.6(i) we have dim 2, = dim xJa = nm - stab(J,) = 
all t E a-‘(a) and (L, N) E Vn,m, part (iii) follows 
(d) Given two partitions ,u and v of n (maxi@(j), v(j))5 m) we have the follow- 
ing chain of implications: 
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WhCC O(L) (resp. &) denotes the closure in k”’ resp. in I”,‘,,,), W,@ $0 by 2.4(i) 
and the first implication is Theorem 3.10 in [6]. This proves the last part of the 
theorem. 
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